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The amount of data generated by hyperspectral imaging spectrometers is 
enormous, storage and transmission of such huge data becomes very difficult. 
Hyperspectral images are important data sources, they are primarily intended for 
automatic analysis by computers, any distoration caused by the lossy compression 
will have inestimable influence on subsequent application, so lossless compression 
becomes the only choise for hyperspectral images application. Hyperspectral images 
contain two kinds of correlation: intraband correlation and interband correlation, and 
in which the interband correlation is much stronger than the intraband correlation. In 
view of above hyperspectral characteristics, we probe intoIn this paper, lossless 
compression methods of hyperspectral images  in this paper, is aimeding at removing 
data redundancy to improve data storage and transmission efficiency of hyperspectral 
images.. 
From the correlation view, characteristics of hyperspectral images are analyzed, 
then, general lossless compression algorithms for hyperspectral images are presented, 
principles of prediction coding algorithms are simple and  are easy to realize. 
Spectral correlation of hyperspectral images is very strong, prediction coding 
algorithms are effective in removing the spectral redundancy between bands, so the 
focus of this paper is on lossless compression of hyperspectral images based on 
predicting algorithms. The main contents and results are as follows: 
In the paper, we propose two kinds of improved lossless compression algorithms 
which are based on prediction methods, the first two improved algorithms are aiming 
at lookup table prediction methods of hyperspectral lossless compression, the last 
improved algorithm are based on wiener predicton. 
Firstly, In the current state of the art  predicting algorithms based on lookup 
tables, residual images  are effective in lossless compression of hyperspectral images. 
The lookup table algorithms are first got by predicting and updating of lookup tables, 
then coded to achieve entire lossless compression. make full use of the strong spatical 
and spectral correlations of hyperspectral images，in the predicting algorithms based 
on lookup tables, they search the previous band for a pixel of equal value to the pixel 
co-located to the one to be coded, the pixel in the same position as the obtained pixel 
in the current band is used as the predictor. Lookup tables are used to speed up the 
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search.Possible prediction values are restricted by the number of lookup tables and the 
range of prediction values is not large enough.  In some subsequent algorithms based 
on lookup tables, such as the introduction of locally averaged interband scaling factor, 
the combination of multiband bands, however, there are still cases when the 
predictions are not accurate, because the range of prediction values is not large 
enough. Although multibands prediction and more lookup tables can solve this 
problem by adding more candidate values, they make prediction process more 
comples complex and two too many lookup tables occupy much memory space which 
should be saved. In this paper, a improved algorithm for the locally averaged 
interband scaling lookup tables (LAIS-LUT) prediction method is proposed, which is 
still based on prediction predicting method using lookup tables. The proposed 
algorithm provides more choices for the predictor than the LAIS-LUT method without 
adding more lookup tables, , therefore it can give a more accurate prediction , and the 
compression result is better.  
Secondly, When we use lookup tables predicting algorithms, one or more adjacent 
bands are selected as reference bands, but not all of these adjacent bands have the 
strongest correlations, there are still cases in which the correlation between adjacent 
band is weak, we can optimize the reference bands of hyperspectral images according 
to their spectral correlations. After the optimizing  the reference bands are combined 
with the lookup tables algorithm, we can get better compression result .when using the 
lookup table prediction algorithm.  
Thirdly, lossless compression method of hyperspectral image based on wiener 
prediction  includes wiener prediction stage and backward search processis an 
efficient lossless compression scheme of state of the art methods, but it is very 
complicated to get the wiener prediction value. Although the prediction process of  
lossless compression method based on locally averaged interband prediction using 
lookup table is accurate, but a large amount of memory is required by the lookup 
tables. To overcome the shortcomings and combine the advantages of the above two 
methods effectively, . When we propose a improved lossless compression method of 
hyperspectral images by combine combining the local spectral prediction with 
backward search scheme with local spectral prediction, . In the improved algorithm, 
local spectral predicting value is taken as reference value and prediction becomes 
more and more accurate gradually as the backward search process goes on. The 
prediction process is simple and there are not any lookup tables in the improved 
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首行缩进:  0 字符method, so it saves a large amount of memory space. Related experiments prove that 
the improved lossless compression result is better than lookup tables (LUT)  method 
and there are not any lookup tables in this kind of improved methods., so it save 
memory space. 
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